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The Unauthorized Practice of Law for Nonlaywers

Recognize the relevant practice limitations on
non-lawyer professionals concerning legal issues.

  
Differentiate the ways in which states regulate the
practice of law.

  
 
 Analyze the rules governing the practice of law in

the jurisdiction in which you work.
  



The Unauthorized Practice of Law for Nonlaywers

Forum Post aligned to these outcomes:
 
Does the state in which you work define the practice of law in its
statutes? How about in case law? If so, do you believe the definition is
comprehensive? How is it alike and/or different from the definitions
you studied in this lesson? If your state does not provide a definition,
find a case or other reliable source explaining why the state has taken
this approach.  Do you agree with the approach taken in your state?
Explain and support your answer.
 
 



Detecting Wrongdoing with Monitoring, Audits,
and Investigations

Evaluate the impact of the legal and regulatory
framework on the business goals of your
industry/workplace.

  
Develop an audit for a selected area of
your workplace.

   
Conduct an audit for a selected area of
your  workplace.

  



Detecting Wrongdoing with Monitoring, Audits,
and Investigations

Project aligned to these outcomes:
 
Design and execute an audit or assessment of your organization in an
HR, healthcare, or other approved area of your choice. Identify the key
questions to evaluate during the audit. Once you have designed your
audit (and submitted for feedback), you will execute your audit. Your
deliverable will be an audit report that includes the design of the audit,
the results of the audit, the maturity level of this segment of the
compliance program in your organization, gap analysis, and steps that
must be taken to get you to the next level of maturity.
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